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SUMMARY

Mutation testing is an approach to assess the quality of test cases. Mutants are modified versions of a system
that ideally comprise faulty behavior. Test cases for a system are effective if they kill these mutants. For
software product lines, several works have addressed mutation testing to inject variability faults, which may
only exist in some variants. These works focus on variability models or specific implementation techniques.
In contrast, feature-oriented programming has been rarely investigated, wherefore we i) derive corresponding
mutation operators, ii) investigate the feasibility of our proposed and conventional operators on four software
product lines, and iii) discuss open challenges in mutation testing of software product lines. The results show
that our proposed operators are suitable to cause variability faults and extend the capabilities of conventional
operators. Nonetheless, mutation testing of software product lines is comparably expensive, due to a high
number of variants and mutants—resulting in equivalence and redundancy. Copyright c© 2018 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mutation testing is an approach to assess the quality of a test suite [1, 2, 3]. A system is mutated
with mutation operators that potentially mimic developers’ mistakes. For example, operators replace
logical operations, remove a statement, or change increments [3, 4, 5, 6]. The generated mutants are
then executed on the system’s test suite, which is effective if it kills these mutants. However, the
effectiveness of mutation testing depends heavily on the operators’ quality.

Mutation testing has shown its value for assessing systems and their test suites in several
domains [3]. As a result, this approach has also been adopted in the context of software-product-
line engineering [7, 8, 9], to which we refer to as variability-aware mutation testing in this article.
Software product lines enable developers to systematically reuse features, which represent a user-
visible functionality, and customize similar variants of a system [10, 11, 12]. Due to the changed
process of deriving a variant – namely modeling, configuring, and instantiating a variant based
on the software product line’s features – as well as the differing programming paradigm, adapted
mutation operators are necessary. In particular, these operators are required to cause variability faults.
Consequently, recent works have proposed new operators to introduce faults in variability-models,
variability-mapping, and domain-artifacts (i.e., the actual source code) [8].
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For this reason, we distinguish two types of mutation operators in this article: Conventional and
variability-aware operators. Conventional operators are not specifically adapted to resemble faults
that may occur due to variability. In contrast, variability-aware operators are designed for the purpose
of mutating software product lines. Thus, they aim to resemble faults that are related to variability.
A main challenge in variability-aware mutation testing is the large number of variants that can be
instantiated from a software product line [9]. Each variant includes a different set of features, which
is why variants have to be tested separately. As the same feature can be reused in different variants
and may not be affected by variability, several equivalent and redundant mutants [13, 14, 15, 16]
may be created that are either identical to the original variants or to each other, respectively. This
increases the costs and execution time significantly, hampering the practical applicability of mutation
testing for software product lines. To overcome this challenge, adapted cost reduction techniques and
variability-aware mutation operators are necessary [9, 17, 18, 19].

In this article, we investigate mutation testing of composition-based software product lines –
implemented with feature-oriented programming [20] – and corresponding challenges, building on
our previous works on mutation testing of preprocessor-based systems [8, 9]. We first propose a set of
variability-aware mutation operators that potentially introduce variability faults for feature-oriented
programming. Furthermore, we provide a study on conventional and variability-aware mutation
operators to investigate the usability of our proposed operators. We discuss open challenges in
variability-aware mutation testing and composition in particular. More precisely, we contribute the
following:

• We propose a set of mutation operators for feature-oriented programming and exemplify them.
Thus, we enable variability-aware mutation testing of such software product lines.

• We report a study on conventional and our proposed mutation operators. This way, we aim to
illustrate the necessity for variability-aware mutation operators. We also consider equivalent
and redundant (i.e., duplicated) mutants, which are additionally challenging and costly in
mutation testing of software product lines.

• We discuss open challenges in mutation testing of software product lines. These challenges are
based on our study and aim to open further research directions.

The remaining article is structured as follows: In Section 2, we provide background on feature-
oriented programming, mutation testing, and variability faults. We describe and exemplify our
proposed mutation operators in Section 3. Then, we describe the design of our case study and
evaluation in Section 4. In Section 5, we report and discuss the results of the study and follow up
with a discussion of the identified challenges in Section 6. We discuss potential threats to validity
in Section 7. Finally, we describe related work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.

2. BACKGROUND

There exist several approaches to implement software product lines [12, 21]. In the context of
this article, we focus on composition-based approaches and feature-oriented programming [20]
in particular. Nonetheless, the proposed mutation operators should partly be applicable to other
composition-based approaches, such as aspect-oriented programming [22]. In this section, we
introduce feature-oriented programming and mutation testing. We then describe the relation between
variability faults that can be introduced by mutation operators and feature-oriented programming.

2.1. Feature-Oriented Programming

A software product line is defined by its features that describe common and variable functionalities
of a system [10, 11, 12]. In feature-oriented programming, features are implemented (as so called
domain artifacts) in physically separated modules. Each feature can refine classes and methods
of another feature. To derive a variant, the features’ code is merged based on their structure, the
composition mechanism [12, 23]. In feature-oriented programming, the original method is used
as refinement call to define if and at which point feature refinements are composed. If this method is
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(a) Feature diagram.

(b) Implemented feature modules.

Figure 1. Feature-oriented programming using FeatureHouse.

missing, the refining code (e.g., a method) completely replaces the existing one. The features and
their dependencies are modeled with variability models [24, 25, 26]. To display the variability of
a software product line, we use feature diagrams [12, 26, 27], which are graphical representations
of the commonly used feature models [25, 28]. Based on the defined dependencies, developers can
derive a valid configuration to scope and compose a variant.

One of the main advantages of composition-based approaches is the physical separation of features.
This facilitates traceability and maintenance [12, 29, 30], but also poses new challenges. For example,
analyzing and testing become more challenging, due to the complexity and separation of code [12, 31].
Existing composition-based approaches rely on the same concepts, but differ in implementation
details compared to feature-oriented programming.

In Figure 1, we show an example for feature-oriented programming using FeatureHouse [23, 32],
a tool to compose the corresponding source code. In Figure 1a, we illustrate the feature diagram for a
Hello-World software product line. We see that there are 6 different features, namely, HelloWorld,
Hello, Feature, Beautiful, Wonderful, and World. Of these, two (i.e., HelloWorld
and Feature) are abstract, meaning that they do not have an implementation and are only used
to structure the software product line. Hello and World are mandatory features and, thus, are
required for every variant. In contrast, Beautiful and Wonderful are alternatives, wherefore
only one of them can be selected at the same time.

We exemplify the implementation and composition in Figure 1b. Here, the base code is part of
the Hello feature (top left) and is refined with two other features: Beautiful and World (top
right). We remark that the base does not need to implement all core functionality, but can also be
extended by mandatory features (i.e., Hello on its own is not a valid configuration according to the
feature model). Overall, in our example the selected configuration comprises Hello, Beautiful,
and World. As this is a valid configuration according to the feature model, the variant is composed
(bottom) and can be used afterwards. In Figure 1b, we also show a characteristic of most composition-
based approaches: They require a defined order in which features are composed [12, 20, 33, 34].
Consequently, the outcome depends on whether we first include Beautiful and then World, or
the other way around – which would exchange the order of the console output.
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Figure 2. Variability-based faults [8].

Besides composition-based approaches, such as feature-oriented programming, several other
implementation techniques for software product lines exist [12, 21]. In practice, annotation-based
approaches, mainly the C preprocessor (CPP) [35], are widely used [12, 36, 37]. Here, features are
implemented in a single code base and marked with annotations, for instance, #ifdef in the CPP.
Based on a valid configuration, the variable code is then removed instead of composed.

2.2. Mutation Testing

Mutation testing aims to evaluate the effectiveness of test cases for a software system [3]. To
achieve this, mutation operators automatically inject changes into the system, potentially simulating
developers’ mistakes. The resulting mutants are then tested against the test cases. These tests either
fail in their execution (because an error occurs) or run successfully (because they do not run into an
error). In the first scenario, the mutant is killed, which means that the test cases detect the injected
mutation. In the second scenario, the test cases do not reveal the injected mutation, wherefore the
mutant is alive. The effectiveness of test cases, and the test suite, refers to their ability to kill mutants.

Mutation testing is used in several domains and has shown its value to evaluate test cases [3]. It
has been used to test different aspects of a system. For instance, several operators aim to mutate the
source code of different programming languages, such as, C [4], Java [38], and AspectJ [39], while
others aim to test specifications and models, such as, state charts [40] and state machines [41].

While seen as an effective means, mutation testing is also considered to be expensive [3, 42]. The
costs result from executing a huge number of mutants against the test cases. To tackle this problem,
several cost reduction techniques have been proposed, which can be clustered into three groups [5]:

• Do fewer approaches aim to reduce the number of mutants.
• Do faster approaches minimize the execution time of mutation testing.
• Do smarter approaches optimize the generation and execution of mutants.

In the context of software-product-line engineering, mutation testing becomes even more expensive,
due to the large number of variants that can be derived and have to be mutated [9, 43]. Consequently,
applying a mutation operator on a feature does not result in a single mutant. Instead, a set of variants
including this feature – and the mutation – can be instantiated.

2.3. Variability Faults

For the purpose of mutation testing, mutation operators should ideally mimic real faults. In the
context of software-product-line engineering, three types of variability faults occur in practice [8].
We display these in Figure 2 and exemplify them in the following:

1. Variability Model Faults: Faults in the variability model comprise faults in either the feature
definitions or feature dependencies. Feature definition faults describe situations in which the
defined set of features differs from the intended one. For instance, some features may be wanted

Copyright c© 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Softw. Test. Verif. Reliab. (2018)
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but are missing. Feature dependency faults describe inconsistencies in the variability model.
To exemplify this, we consider the feature model we show in Figure 1a. As the feature World
is intended to be mandatory, setting it optional would be a faulty feature-dependency.

2. Domain Artifact Faults: Faults in the domain artifacts comprise faults that occur in the
implementation of a single feature or in feature interactions. The first case resembles faults in
single system development and can rely on existing mutation operators. In contrast, interaction
faults only appear in a specific selection of features that results in unintended behavior [12].
For example, we could assume that in Figure 1b the used Strings are stored in variables. If two
features use the same variable, one of them could potentially overwrite the stored String before
the other feature was able to read it. Thus, the result would be faulty because the interaction of
both features does not behave as intended.

3. Variability Mapping Faults: The last type of faults appears in the mapping between the model
and the domain artifacts, which defines the artifacts (code) that belong to a feature. Only with
this mapping, a configuration can be composed. Here, code can either be mapped insufficiently,
for instance, not all domain artifacts are mapped to the correct features, or unnecessarily, for
instance, additional domain artifacts are mapped to features for which they are not required.
For our example in Figure 1, we can imagine that a domain artifact of feature Wonderful is
not mapped to this feature (insufficient) or is additionally mapped to another one (unnecessary;
e.g., Beautiful).

While several mutation operators for variability models have been proposed [7, 44, 45, 46], the
mapping and domain artifacts are addressed less frequently [8, 39]. In particular, we are only aware
of few mutation operators for the variability mechanisms of composition-based approaches. Those
address specific problems of the underlying implementation technique, such as the fragile point-cut

problem in aspect-oriented programming [39, 47, 48].

3. MUTATION OPERATORS FOR FEATURE-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

In this section, we propose a set of seven mutation operators that apply mutations in feature-
oriented programming to potentially inject variability faults and illustrate them on simple examples
resembling Figure 1. We derive these operators from existing works that discuss problems in
composing systems. Additionally, we adapt operators for preprocessor-based or other composition-
based software product lines to resemble variability faults in feature-oriented programming. For
clarity, we use the following terms:

• Base Method refers to the method that is refined by a feature. If we consider Figure 1, such a
base method would be print in the Hello feature (top left in Figure 1b). The other features
refine this method by adding further String outputs to the console.

• Feature Method refers to a refining method. In Figure 1b, this is illustrated in the top right.
Here, the print method of feature World refines the corresponding base method by adding
the String World! to the console output.

• Refinement Call refers to the call that specifies how base and feature method are composed
– the original method in feature-oriented programming. For example, we display this
in Figure 1b: As the refinement call appears before the refinement itself, the code is appended
to the base code and its previous refinements. Thus, the call order represented at the bottom
of Figure 1b is created. If the refinement call would be after the other statement, World!
would appear first in the console.

In the following, we propose mutation operators for domain artifacts and mapping in feature-oriented
programming. Still, adaptations of these operators are also applicable for other composition-based
approaches. We remark that these mutation operators can also result in invalid code, due to syntactical
errors that are created during the composition of a variant. For each operator, we briefly describe
why this can happen, but discuss this issue more in details in Section 6.

Copyright c© 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Softw. Test. Verif. Reliab. (2018)
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3.1. Domain Artifact Operators

In the following, we propose three operators that change the source code of a feature. The goal
of these operators is to mimic faults in implementing variability. To this end, we adapt previously
proposed mutation operators for preprocessor-based software product lines [8, 49]. While these
follow a different mechanism, by excluding code from the base instead of composing modules, the
base concepts of injecting faults are still applicable.

DFM - Delete Feature Method The DFM operator is an adapted version of Removing Complete

ifdef Block [8]. An entire feature method is removed, resulting in missing code for corresponding
configurations. Due to this removed source code, variable definitions, refined method behavior, or
references can be missing and result in faults. We remark that the whole method, not only its content,
has to be removed to prevent overriding. Otherwise, the empty method may completely replace the
base method because of a missing refinement call. This can also result in faults, but not the ones we
intend to inject with DFM.

We exemplify the DFM operator in Figure 3. If we remove this feature method, the code will not
appear in the final variant. Considering our example in Figure 1, we can apply this operator to the
World feature displayed on the top right in Figure 1b. Removing the print method there would
mean that the corresponding String would not be printed in any variant.

1 . . .
2 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3 o r i g i n a l ( msg ) ;
4 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
5 }
6 . . .

(a) Original code.

1 . . .
2
3
4
5
6 . . .

(b) DFM mutant.

Figure 3. DFM mutation operator.

MRC - Move Refinement Call For preprocessor-based systems, the Moving Code around ifdef

Blocks operator aims to inject faulty placed variability [8]. As a result, corresponding variants may
behave differently or are even unusable, due to additional conditions. Based on this mutation operator,
we derive our MRC operator for feature-oriented programming that moves the refinement call to a
different position.

We display an example of this operator in Figure 4, in which we move the original method.
Consequently, operations on the global variable i that are done in the refinement, may not be
performed correctly as the corresponding original call is wrongly placed. Considering the
example from Figure 1, the MRC operator changes the order in which the text is printed out.
Especially, this can be problematic if several features interact and refine the same base method; thus,
relying on the same structure [9, 49, 50].

1 int i ;
2 . . .
3 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
4 o r i g i n a l ( msg ) ;
5 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg + i ) ;
6 }
7 . . .

(a) Original code.

1 int i ;
2 . . .
3 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
4 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg + i ) ;
5 o r i g i n a l ( msg ) ;
6 }
7 . . .

(b) MRC mutant.

Figure 4. MRC mutation operator.
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UO - Unintended Overwrite In feature-oriented programming, features refine or overwrite an
existing code base. While this is the desired behavior, it can result in unintended overwrites of
methods (similar to the fragile point-cut problem, cf. RBM operator) and variables, which are
addressed with the UO operator. Overwriting values of variables may be unnoticed by developers
because the features are physically separated into different modules, wherefore other changes to the
variable are not obvious to spot [51, 52].

We display an example of the UO operator in Figure 5, where we set an integer value in a feature
method. This can result in two different faults: Firstly, syntactical errors could appear if the value is
not instantiated beforehand. Secondly, faulty behavior may be injected as the replacing value could
distort the intended execution.

1 . . .
2 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3
4 o r i g i n a l ( msg ) ;
5 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
6 }
7 . . .

(a) Original code.

1 . . .
2 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3 i = 0 ;
4 o r i g i n a l ( msg ) ;
5 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
6 }
7 . . .

(b) UO mutant.

Figure 5. UO mutation operator.

3.2. Variability-Mapping Operators

With preprocessors, features are mapped to the domain artifacts by directly annotating the
corresponding source code [8, 12]. As a result, mappings can be mutated by editing these annotations
on source-code level. In contrast, composition-based approaches map features and their code
implicitly, relying on the artifacts’ structure and call references [12]. For instance, in aspect-oriented
programming [12, 22] join points and point-cuts are used to define variable behavior. A point-
cut defines the variable behavior (e.g., a feature) that is executed at specific join points if the
configuration includes this variability. Feature-oriented programming relies on refinements based
on the original method and the program structure (i.e., classes and methods), utilizing a similar
concept as inheritance [12, 20]. Variability-aware mutation operators are necessary to simulate
potential faults in this implicit mapping, wherefore we propose the following four.

ARC - Alternate Refinement Call For feature-oriented programming, it is necessary to specify
how a feature is composed into the base code. The code of a base method is used at the position of
the refinement call in the feature method. In contrast, if a refinement call is missing, the base method
is completely replaced (overwriting). We propose the ARC operator to remove – similar to Statement

Deletion [4] – or add such a statement in feature methods. Thus, this operator changes how a variant
is composed, potentially injecting faults into a variant’s behavior.

We show a corresponding example in Figure 6. Here, the feature on the left side would include
the base code of an existing print method at the position of the original method. In contrast,
the feature on the right side would completely replace an existing print method. We remark that
including a refinement call (mutating Figure 6b to Figure 6a) can also result in syntactical invalid
variants if there exists no base method print that can be refined.

CFO - Change Feature Order The feature order defines the sequence in which features are
composed. Because refinements change the existing code, editing this order may result in a different
behavior for some variants [12, 20, 33, 34]. Thus, CFO can cause faults as classes or methods are
overwritten or refined incorrectly.

In Figure 7, we illustrate an example based on Figure 1 for a configuration with feature-oriented
programming. The order in Figure 7a is the correct version and would be used to compose the code

Copyright c© 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Softw. Test. Verif. Reliab. (2018)
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1 . . .
2 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3 o r i g i n a l ( msg ) ;
4 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
5 }
6 . . .

(a) ARC mutant refining a method.

1 . . .
2 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3
4 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
5 }
6 . . .

(b) ARC mutant overwriting a method.

Figure 6. ARC mutation operator. In Figure 6a, the original method is removed, resulting in the faulty
mapping in Figure 6b. The other way around, the original method is added.

we show in Figure 1. In contrast, in Figure 7b any variant including Beautiful would be incorrect,
as the order of Strings in the console output would be wrong. Furthermore, CFO can cause syntactical
errors resulting in broken variants, for example, if base methods are composed at last. For instance,
we could assume that in Figure 7b the feature Hello is at the position of World. Any variant
including Wonderful would then be faulty, because the refinement call (original) would refer
to a non-existing base method, which is only composed afterwards. Depending on the used composer,
this may result in missing code or syntactical errors, depending on whether the composer handles
such issues.

1 H e l l o
2 Wonderful
3 B e a u t i f u l
4 World

(a) Original feature order.

1 H e l l o
2 Wonderful
3 World
4 B e a u t i f u l

(b) CFO mutant.

Figure 7. CFO mutation operator.

RBM - Rename Base Method The fragile point-cut problem is commonly known in aspect-
oriented programming and tested with mutants [39, 47, 48, 53, 54]. It includes situations in which
a base method is renamed but not the corresponding feature methods, wherefore the mapping
between them is lost. With the RBM operator, we propose to adapt this scenario for feature-oriented
programming by exchanging the names of base methods with identical signatures or by renaming a
base method. Thus, features are incorrectly mapped and will result in mutated variants.

We illustrate an example for this operator in Figure 8. The method print is a base method and,
due to the changed signature in Figure 8b, feature methods that refine println would be composed
here. In contrast, feature methods originally mapped to the print method would be additionally
included instead of refining this base method. Again, the operator may lead to syntactical errors, due
to refinement calls that are not mapped to any method.

1 . . .
2 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
4 }
5 . . .

(a) Original code.

1 . . .
2 void p r i n t l n ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
4 }
5 . . .

(b) RBM mutant.

Figure 8. RBM mutation operator.

RFM - Rename Feature Method The fragile point-cut problem also refers to situations in which
new methods are introduced that share their name with existing ones, potentially resulting in

Copyright c© 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Softw. Test. Verif. Reliab. (2018)
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MUTATION OPERATORS FOR FEATURE-ORIENTED SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINES 9

unintended refinements. With our RFM operator, we propose to also adapt this situation by renaming
a feature method. Thus, the feature method will not refine the intended base method.

Considering the mutant we show in Figure 9b, the println method would now refine another
one. Thus, two faults can appear: As intended, the correct method is not refined (print), but also
a wrong method (println) may be refined. If no method println exists in the base code, the
resulting variant may be syntactically incorrect. Again, if the composer handles such issues, the
feature method may be just included in the code.

1 . . .
2 void p r i n t ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3 o r i g i n a l ( msg ) ;
4 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
5 }
6 . . .

(a) Original code.

1 . . .
2 void p r i n t l n ( S t r i n g msg ) {
3 o r i g i n a l ( msg ) ;
4 System . o u t . p r i n t ( msg ) ;
5 }
6 . . .

(b) RFM mutant.

Figure 9. RFM mutation operator.

3.3. Summary

The described operators mutate either the domain artifacts directly or how features in the variability
model are mapped to these domain artifacts. As a result, the variants that can be generated with
each mutant may be composed differently, potentially injecting faults into their behavior. However,
syntactically incorrect variants can also be generated, a problem we further discuss in Section 6.
With the proposed mutation operators, we aim to inject variability faults into systems that have
been implemented with feature-oriented programming. We derived them from known problems of
composition and from operators for preprocessor-based variability. Thus, we argue that they represent
a reasonable set of mutation operators to introduce variability faults, potentially reflecting those made
by developers.

4. STUDY DESIGN

In this section, we report the design of our study, in which we apply mutation testing on software
product lines implemented with feature-oriented programming. We describe our subject systems, tool

setup, research objectives, and methodology.

4.1. Subject Systems

Unfortunately, real-world systems for testing software product lines are rare [43, 55], often due to
missing test cases. For this reason, we select four systems from a set of available open-source case
studies‡ and examples provided in FeatureIDE [56]. All these software product lines are implemented
with feature-oriented programming, using Java and FeatureHouse [23, 32]. In Table I we provide an
overview of the software product lines’ characteristics. We argue that these four software product lines
are a reasonable selection to gain insights into mutation testing for feature-oriented programming
and our proposed operators.

Hello-World SPL One of the systems we use for our evaluation is the introduced Hello-World
software product line (Hello-World SPL). We showed the basic implementation in Section 2,
comprising the feature diagram and code. For our evaluation, we use this example version from
FeatureIDE [56] that includes 4 test cases. These tests assess whether the String defined in each

‡http://spl2go.cs.ovgu.de/
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Table I. Considered software product lines (SPL).

Name Features SLOC Variants Test Cases

Hello-World SPL 4 24 3 4
Union-Find SPL 8 147 6 5
Prop4j SPL 14 2,051 31 63
Graph SPL 27 2,851 157 -

WQU_ByHeight

QuickFind

QU_Weighted_Modifications

UnionFind

QU_Weighted

UnionFindSPL

QuickUnion

WQU_Halfing WQU_PathCompression

Tests

Legend:

Mandatory

Optional

Alternative

Abstract

Concrete

Figure 10. Feature diagram for the Union-Find SPL.

feature is part of the actually derived variant. Overall, we can utilize 3 variants: Including the feature
Wonderful, the feature Beautiful, or none of both.

Union-Find SPL The Union-Find software product line (Union-Find SPL) implements union-find
algorithms, as described by Sedgewick [57]. It contains 8 concrete features that we display in the
feature diagram in Figure 10. The Union-Find SPL contains a base algorithm (i.e., UnionFind)
and test cases that must always be selected. Its base algorithm can be refined in multiple steps
to utilize different computations. Overall, we can compose 6 unique variants, each changing the
source code. Here, we use the selected feature that is furthest down in the diagram as name for
a variant: QuickFind, QuickUnion, QU_Weighted, WQU_Halfing, WQU_ByHeight, and
WQU_PathCompression. We select this software product line because of its limited size of 147
SLOC, enabling us to provide detailed examples. As a result, it is well suited to comprehensively
illustrate mutation testing og feature-oriented programming.

Furthermore, five different test cases are implemented for the Union-Find SPL. These unit tests
assess the following aspects of any algorithm, independent of the selected features:

• No entries are connected after initializing the union-find structure.
• Entries are connected with the corresponding method.
• Each entry is reflexive.
• All connections are symmetric.
• Connections are transitive.

These test cases are not designed to evaluate specific features or their interactions. Instead, they test
the actual outcome of the algorithms, which should not differ. Consequently, they are not ideal to test
refinements that, for example, improve the performance or add attributes to variants. Still, this means
that we can apply a mutation testing tool without further adaptations, as all unit tests have to be
executable. In contrast, if a test assesses a specific feature that is selected only in some configurations,
we would need to make the test also configurable and address potential dependencies.
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Prop4j SPL The Prop4j software product line (Prop4j SPL) is a variable re-implementation of
arbitrary propositional formulas. Overall, this system contains 2,051 SLOC in 14 features, based on
which 31 different variants can be instantiated. Moreover, 63 working unit tests, which also evaluate
different features, are provided for this software product line. Two limitations of these test cases is
that they (i) rely on the existence of specific features and (ii) depend on each other: If we do not
select all features, we have to remove test cases. As a result, we have to remove further test cases
that rely on the former ones. Unfortunately, we find that – due to these dependencies – only the full
configuration (all features are selected) allows us to run the provided test cases. Overall, the Prop4j
SPL enables us to assess more variability, corresponding interactions, and a larger test suite, but we
are limited to a single variant.

Graph SPL Finally, we use an artificial software product line developed for evaluation
purposes [12, 58]. The Graph software product line (Graph SPL) contains 27 concrete features
that allow 157 different variants. While the Graph SPL comprises 2,851 SLOC, it does not include
any test cases. To use this system for our experimentation, we automatically generate unit tests, as
we describe in Section 4.4

4.2. Tool Setup

For our study, we rely on FeatureIDE [56], an Eclipse§ plug-in for software-product-line engineering.
FeatureIDE provides all functionalities that we require to integrate, configure, and investigate our
subject systems. More precisely, this plug-in allows us to import the software product lines into
FeatureHouse projects to then analyze and derive variants from them.

We use two generators to automatically create test cases for the Graph SPL: Firstly, we apply
Randoop [59], which is a state-of-the-art tool to create random test cases [60]. Secondly, we apply
EvoSuite [61], a test case generator that achieved the highest scores in several competitions [62, 63].
Thus, we argue that we use suitable tools to generate unbiased test cases for our evaluation.

To apply conventional mutation testing, we use the Eclipse plug-in Pitclipse¶. It integrates the PIT
system‖ [64, 65] into the Eclipse IDE. PIT provides a set of conventional operators, can automatically
create mutants, and run unit tests for Java programs. In addition, it already contains optimization
strategies that limit the number of necessary test runs. For the conventional mutation operators, we
rely on those that are activated by default in PIT:

• Conditionals Boundary replaces relational operators with their boundary counterpart (e.g., <=
becomes <).

• Increments changes increment commands to decrements and vice versa on local variables (e.g.,
i++ becomes i--).

• Invert Negatives removes negations of integers and floating numbers (e.g., -i becomes i).
• Math replaces binary arithmetic operations with another based on a predefined set (e.g., +

becomes - and vice versa).
• Negate Conditionals changes conditional statements to their counterparts (e.g., == becomes
!=).

• Return Values switches the returned value of a method depending on the return type (e.g., any
Object becomes null).

• Void Method Call removes any call to a void method.

These operators are not designed to be applied in a variability-aware context, but may still introduce
corresponding faults [8, 9]. We remark that we manually apply our proposed mutation operators, due
to a lack of mature tooling.

§https://eclipse.org/
¶https://marketplace.eclipse.org/content/pitclipse
‖http://pitest.org/
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4.3. Research Objectives

Mutation operators aim to introduce faults into a system that are then exposed by the test suite. In
order to investigate mutation testing for feature-oriented programming, we use conventional and our
proposed mutation operators. For this purpose, we investigate the following four research objectives:

RO1 Assessing whether conventional and our proposed operators inject faults into variable code.

With this research objective, we aim to identify whether conventional and our proposed
variability-aware mutation operators inject faults into variable code. This way, software product
line specific variability faults can be resembled during mutation testing. We investigate this
objective as an exploratory study in which we analyze the source code of the Union-Find SPL
and Prop4j SPL to exemplify the applied mutations. We use these two systems, due to their
size and number of variants that allow a detailed manual analysis. The results we describe
in Section 5 provide first insights into the usability of the different operators and their behavior.

RO2 Assessing equivalent and redundant mutants of our proposed mutation operators.

Equivalent mutants are those that comprise identical behavior compared to the original system,
despite a mutation being applied. In contrast, redundant mutants are either (a) equal to each
other (duplicated [16]) or (b) are always jointly killed (subsumed [66]). Within this article, we
consider redundancy in the context of duplication. Equivalent as well as redundant mutants
result in additional and unnecessary test runs, increasing the costs of mutation testing [3, 14, 67].
With this research objective, we aim to assess to which extent the mutants we generate with
our proposed operators are equivalent or redundant. In an initial empirical study, Carvalho et
al. [15] show that almost 40% of the mutants for preprocessor-based mutation operators are
equivalent. As we expect, we also find that the ratio of equivalent and redundant mutants for
our proposed mutation operators is quite high and demands for cost reduction techniques.

RO3 Comparing conventional and variability-aware mutation operators.

Our operators we proposed in Section 3 are designed to inject variability faults. The question
that arises is, whether these injected faults differ from those of conventional operators and, thus,
result in different performances for the considered test cases. For this research objective, we
adapt the approach of Laurent et al. [60] and design an experiment to compare the effectiveness
of tests for both types of operators. The results we show in Section 5 illustrate the applicability
of our proposed operators to resemble variability faults.

RO4 Identifying challenges in mutation testing of software product lines.

Applying mutation testing in variable systems results in new challenges, for example, increasing
costs due to testing the same code structures multiple times [9]. Still, testing variability
is essential for software product lines, as feature interactions are a potential source for
faults [9, 49, 50]. Because testing all variants is unfeasible, several approaches, for instance,
combinatorial interaction testing [68], have been proposed to reduce the number of variants
while covering all interactions to a certain degree. For preprocessor-based systems, sampling
and static analysis are promising approaches to reduce costs of mutation testing [9]. Based
on our findings for the aforementioned objectives, we discuss open challenges in the context
of mutation testing for software product lines and especially feature-oriented programming
in Section 6.

By analyzing these research objectives, we aim to provide detailed insights on our proposed mutation
operators. Furthermore, we discuss open challenges that we identify during our study.

4.4. Methodology

During our study, we utilize the aforementioned subject systems as follows: Firstly, we investigate the
impact of conventional and variability-aware mutation operators in the context of variability (RO1).
Therefore, we analyze the Union-Find SPL and Prop4j SPL, which contain several variable features,
but can still be manually analyzed with reasonable effort. Using PIT, we automatically mutate and
test all possible variants with conventional operators. Additionally, we manually apply our proposed
mutation operators. We assess the results based on the test cases and by manually investigating the
injected mutations. The purpose of this procedure is to illustrate that the operators actually inject
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variability faults that may not be killed by tests. For instance, the CFO operator does change the
source code of some variants, but the test cases do not fail.

Secondly, to investigate equivalent and redundant mutants (RO2), we analyze variants of the Graph
SPL that we create by mutating three features. To this end, we manually compare each mutated
variant with its original version, using a similar approach as Carvalho et al. [15]—who mutate and
analyze a set of configurable files in a system. Here, we aim to identify the number of equivalent
and redundant mutants that our proposed operators create. This helps us to reason about the costs
associated with our proposed mutation operators and their applicability in real-world scenarios.

Thirdly, we conduct an experiment following the approach of Laurent et al. [60] to assess the
quality of our proposed operators (RO3). Laurent et al. compare two sets of mutation operators by
identifying test cases that kill mutants created with one set and applying these tests on the mutants
of the other set, and vice versa. For this purpose, we use the Hello-World SPL, for which we apply
all operators in all variants on the same tests, and the Graph SPL, for which we analyze the same
three features as for our second research objective. We use the Hello-World SPL only to exemplify
the differences between both types of operators, as it provides manually created tests that kill all
conventional mutation operators. In contrast, for the Graph SPL we have no set of tests that kills all
conventional operators, but can generate test cases that are unbiased by humans.

For both systems, we apply the following approach. At the beginning, we identify two test sets: The
first set (Tsub) is a subset of all tests, including only those that killed mutants created by conventional
operators. The second set (Tall) includes all test cases. We apply both sets on our proposed variability-
aware mutation operators. This way, we aim to show that the mutants are killed by different test
cases. Thus, the proposed operators would inject other faults and would be a reasonable addition to
the conventional ones.

Finally, we describe problems we identify while setting up and conducting our study (RO4)
in Section 6. Based on these problems, we discuss challenges of effective and efficient mutation
testing of software product lines, especially based on feature-oriented programming. More precisely,
we focus on equivalent and redundant mutants, cost reduction techniques, usability of mutation
operators, tooling, as well as test case design.

5. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

In this section, we report and discuss the results of our study. We present the outcome of applying
conventional and our variability-aware mutation operators to assess our first three research objectives.

5.1. Assessing whether conventional and our proposed operators inject faults into variable code.

For our first research objective (RO1), we assess how conventional and our proposed mutation
operators perform on software product lines. To this end, we use the Union-Find SPL and Prop4j
SPL. We analyze whether the injected mutations are actually killed and represent variability faults.

Results for Conventional Operators In Table II, we present the results of applying conventional
mutation operators on all variants of the Union-Find SPL and the full configuration of the Prop4j SPL.
For the Union-Find SPL, we see that for each variant at least 90% of the source code is covered by
the test cases. Depending on the size of each variant, also the number of mutants and tests increases.
However, while more mutants are created, only few more are killed by the test suite. In both software
product lines, approximately 67.9% of mutants are killed on average among all variants. While the
test cases cover most lines (except for the Prop4j SPL), they do not kill many mutants, especially
when these are introduced by refinements.

For a detailed analysis, we display the source code of the QuickUnion variant and its injected
mutations in Listing 1. We show the applied mutation, a corresponding identifier, and the used
operator. Triangles filled with black indicate mutants that are killed, while empty triangles indicate
survivors. We can see that the source code is mutated in every method and especially at loops. The
two surviving mutants result from the fact that no test covers the variable count.
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Table II. Results for mutation testing with conventional operators.

System Variant
LC MC

# Tests
# % # %

Union-Find SPL

QuickFind 13/14 93 11/13 85 15
QuickUnion 16/17 94 9/11 82 17
QU_Weighted 20/21 95 11/18 61 33
WQU_Halfing 21/22 95 11/18 61 33
WQU_ByHeight 28/31 90 13/23 57 43
WQU_PathCompression 25/26 96 12/19 63 31

Prop4j SPL Full 490/691 71 337/510 66 778

LC: Line Coverage; MC: Mutation Coverage

Listing 1. QuickUnion and the injected faults.

1 public class UnionFind {
2 private int [ ] i d ;
3 private int c o u n t ;
4
5 public UnionFind (int N) {
6 c o u n t = N;
7 i d = new int [N ] ;
8 for (int i = 0 ; i < N; i ++)

◮ for (int i = 0 ; i >= N; i ++) (1) Negative Conditional
◮ for (int i = 0 ; i <= N; i ++) (2) Conditionals Boundary
◮ for (int i = 0 ; i < N; i−−) (3) Increments

9 i d [ i ] = i ;
10 }
11
12 public int c o u n t ( ) {
13 return c o u n t ;

⊲ return 0 ; (4) Return Values
14 }
15
16 public boolean c o n n e c t e d (int p , int q ) {
17 return f i n d ( p ) == f i n d ( q ) ;

◮ return f i n d ( p ) == 0 ; (5) Return Values
◮ return 0 == f i n d ( q ) ; (6) Return Values
◮ return f i n d ( p ) != f i n d ( q ) ; (7) Negative Conditional

18 }
19
20 public void un ion (int p , int q ) {
21 int i = f i n d ( p ) ;
22 int j = f i n d ( q ) ;
23 if ( i == j ) return ;

◮ if ( i != j ) return ; (8) Negated Conditional
24 i d [ i ] = j ;
25 count −−;

⊲ c o u n t ++; (9) Increments
26 }
27
28 public int f i n d (int p ) {
29 while ( p != i d [ p ] )

◮ while ( p != i d [ p ] ) (10) Negative Conditional
30 p = i d [ p ] ;
31 return p ;

◮ return 0 ; (11) Return Values
32 }
33 }

We compare the mutations illustrated in Listing 1 to all other variants and display the results
in Table III. Note that, in this case, we consider a mutant to be redundant if it was structurally at
the same position and identical on lexical level (i.e., a type-1 code clone [69]). To this end, we only
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Table III. Distribution of conventional mutants in the Union-Find SPL. The identifiers refer to Listing 1.

Variant
Mutant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

QuickFind ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ - - - - ✗ - -
QuickUnion ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

QU_Weighted ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

WQU_Halfing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

WQU_ByHeight ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

WQU_PathCompression ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ - -

✓ Killed; ✗ Survived; - Not Existing

Table IV. Number of test cases that failed when applied on the proposed mutation operators.

System Variant Tests
Failed Test Cases

DFM MRC UO ARC CFO RBM RFM

Union-Find SPL WQU_ByHeight 5 3 0 3 0 0 3 3
Prop4j SPL Complete 63 27 - - - 0 20 23

aim to identify the operators that result in redundant mutations but not equivalent mutants that are
identical to the original system (cf. RO2).

We can see that all variants that are refinements of QuickUnion (only QuickFind is not a
refinement, see Section 4) share almost all these mutants. In all variants, the results for conventional
mutation operators differ only for three cases: One mutant is not killed in WQU_ByHeight and
two are not created in WQU_PathCompression. In all other cases, the applied mutation operators
as well as the results of the test suites are identical. As a comparison with Table II shows, several
additional mutants in refinements are created but rarely killed, because the test cases’ mutation
coverage in the corresponding variants rarely includes more than the 11 mutants we display.

Discussion Considering the results we show in Table II and Table III, we find that conventional
mutation operators can inject faults into variable parts. Thus, they can be used in feature-oriented
programming to potentially also test variability faults. For example, applying the Statement
Deletion [4] operator on domain artifacts could result in our proposed ARC operator. However,
they do not inject many faults that are connected to the underlying concept of variability (i.e., the
composition mechanism of feature-oriented programming). Overall, conventional operators can
resemble variability faults, but are considerably limited in this regard. This is rarely surprising, as
conventional mutation operators are not designed to inject this kind of faults.

Results for Variability-Aware Operators Considering our proposed mutation operators, we find
that most created mutants are not killed by the test cases. Still, we apply them in each software product
line and investigate the changes that are injected into the source code. We illustrate exemplary results
for a single application of each operator in one variant of each software product line in Table IV.
Dashes indicate that we found no code structure on which we can apply the mutation operator.

For four of our mutation operators, test cases fail when we inject the corresponding mutation:

DFM We remove a feature method in the Union-Find SPL, wherefore 3 test cases fail. This is due
to missing refinements that ensure a proper functionality of the union-find structure. In the
Prop4j SPL, we delete a feature method that leads to 27 test cases failing.

UO In the WQU_ByHeight feature of the Union-Find SPL, we change one integer initialization
– that uses a method call to do so – to a fixed value (i.e., 0). Consequently, 3 test cases are
failing and, thus, exploiting the fault.
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Listing 2. Mutation of the CFO operator in the Union-Find SPL (original code in comments).

1 public void un ion (int p , int q ) {
2 int i = f i n d ( p ) ;
3 int j = f i n d ( q ) ;
4 if ( i == j ) return ;
5
6 /* if (ht[i] < ht[j]) id[i] = j;

7 else if (ht[i] > ht[j]) id[j] = i;

8 else { id[j] = i; ht[i]++; } */

9 if ( s z [ i ] < sz [ j ] ) { i d [ i ] = j ; s z [ j ] += sz [ i ] ; }
10 else { i d [ j ] = i ; s z [ i ] += sz [ j ] ; }
11
12 count −−;
13 }

RBM We rename a constructor in the Union-Find SPL that is refined by features. As a result,
objects are created faulty because variables that are required for further calculations are not
available. Similarly, renaming a base method in Prop4j SPL results in 20 failing test cases.

RFM In both, the Union-Find SPL and Prop4j SPL, we rename a method (for the Union-Find SPL
the same as for DFM) so that its composition into the base is faulty. Thus, 3 test cases of the
Union-Find SPL (identical to DFM) and 23 test cases of the Prop4j SPL fail.

Contrary to these operators, the remaining three operators (i.e., MRC, ARC, and CFO) do not
cause faulty behavior in the Union-Find SPL and Prop4j SPL that is killed by the test cases. However,
we analyze the resulting source code and find that each of the operators mutates the structure [9] of
variants. For example, in Listing 2, we apply the CFO operator and mutate the Union-Find SPL so
that the feature WQU_ByHeight is composed first (instead of last). In the resulting mutant, 3 SLOC
are replaced by 2 others. Still, the test cases do not kill this mutant with wrongly used variables,
because the outcome of the method remains the same – which is not the case for all variants and
changed feature orders. We can explain this as the feature WQU_ByHeight does introduce a more
efficient algorithm, but the outcome should of course not change. Instead, the basic version is used,
meaning that the mutated variant may behave identical, while maybe not fulfilling performance
requirements. We could exploit this issue with test cases by testing for the existence and values of
the newly introduced variables (i.e., the ht array).

Discussion Regarding our proposed variability-aware mutation operators, we find that they apply
reasonable and variability-related mutations into the subject systems. For instance, they can change
the structure and behavior of source code, due to wrongly composed variants. As we show in Listing 2,
the resulting code resembles variability faults. Still, similar to the conventional operators, our manual
analysis shows that several mutants are redundant. This is due to the variants containing the same
mutated features and because some of our operators can result in the same changes.

Furthermore, equivalent mutants can be a challenging issue as we find while assessing, for example,
the CFO operator. Here, the program is often composed correctly as long as all depending methods
are in the correct order (i.e., base methods beforehand and feature methods afterwards). Thus, mutants
that are equivalent to the original variant are composed multiple times, an issue we investigate in
detail within our next research objective (RO2).

5.2. Assessing equivalent and redundant mutants of our proposed mutation operators.

Our previous results already indicate that we face redundant and equivalent mutants that can
drastically increase the costs of mutation testing. In software-product-line engineering, this issue
is arguably even more problematic, due to the variability that allows to instantiate multiple
variants [9, 15]. A recent study indicates that variability-aware mutation operators can easily result in
almost 40% equivalent mutants [15]. As this may distort our results, we investigate this issue with
our second research objective (RO2): To this end, we manually compare one original variant of the
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Table V. Applying our proposed mutation operators on the Graph SPL.

Feature RO Mutants
Mutation Operators Total

DFM MRC UO ARC CFO RBM RFM # %

WeightedWithEdges

Created 5 2 2 4 26 5 5 49 100.0
Errors 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 5 10.2

RO2

Applicable 5 2 2 4 26 2 3 44 89.8
Equivalent 0 0 0 2 22 0 0 24 49.0
Redundant 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 4 8.2

RO3

Tested 5 1 2 2 1 2 3 16 32.7

Killed
Tsub 4 0 1 1 1 0 3 10 20.4
Tall 4 0 2 1 1 0 4 12 24.5

Connected

Created 3 3 2 2 26 3 5 44 100.0
Errors 1 0 0 0 0 3 3 7 15.9

RO2

Applicable 2 3 2 2 26 0 2 37 84.1
Equivalent 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 3 6.8
Redundant 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 20 45.5

RO3

Tested 2 3 1 2 4 0 2 14 31.8

Killed
Tsub 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2.3
Tall 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2.3

MSTKruskal

Created 2 4 2 2 26 3 3 42 100.0
Errors 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 5 11.9

RO2

Applicable 2 4 2 2 26 1 0 37 88.1
Equivalent 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 4 9.5
Redundant 0 1 0 0 19 0 0 20 47.6

RO3

Tested 2 3 0 2 5 1 0 13 31.0

Killed
Tsub 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Tall 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 9.5

Graph SPL to all mutated variants we can derive by mutating three of its features. We assess if these
mutants are equivalent or redundant in behavior. This way, we aim to improve our comparison to
conventional operators (cf. RO3) and illustrate the necessity for cost reduction techniques.

Results We show our results for equivalent and redundant mutants in Table V (marked with RO2).
Here, we can see that the ratio of both types is quite different among our mutation operators. For
example, we already expected that CFO will result in several equivalent and redundant mutants,
as changing the feature order is possible for all features (i.e., 26), but will only cause structural
changes in some orders. Consequently, for feature Connected there are 20 redundant mutants,
but they belong to 4 distinct sets: These mutants are only redundant within these sets, not among
them. Unsurprisingly, we find fewer equivalent and redundant mutants for our remaining mutation
operators. Overall, we find that – besides an average error rate of 12.7% – more than half of all our
created mutants is either equivalent or redundant for each feature. Again, this is mainly due to CFO
allowing for most mutations while also causing most of the equivalence and redundancy. Thus, this
result strongly depends on the actual software product line: More and larger feature methods allow to
apply all other operators more often—and fewer features limit CFO in its applicability.

Discussion Our results show that equivalent and redundant mutants can be an issue for our proposed
operators. This seems to mainly account for CFO and only occasionally to the others. Thus, we argue
that our operators actually mutate the behavior of feature-oriented software product lines, at least
considering our subject systems. Nonetheless, we need cost reduction techniques, considering that
the high overall ratio of equivalent and redundant mutants drastically increases as a software product
line comprises multiple variants. Consequently, instead of mutating a single system, a set of systems
has to be tested.
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To exemplify the complexity of mutation testing of software product lines, we can assume that
each feature in the Graph SPL allows to create 35 mutants (which is even below the number for
each of the three features in Table V). We could then inject 945 mutations in the 27 features alone,
considering only our proposed operators. If we have to test all 157 variants of the Graph SPL – which
only comprises 2,851 SLOC – without cost reduction techniques, we would have 148,365 mutants.

In comparison, using PIT, we can create 142 mutants for one variant of the Graph SPL (cf. Table VI).
Assuming this as average, PIT may create 22,294 mutants for the whole Graph SPL. While this is a
considerably smaller number (approximately 15%), PIT already includes cost reduction techniques.
Consequently, considering the number of syntactical errors as well as equivalent and redundant
mutants, our variability-aware mutation operators call for cost reduction techniques – which may
decrease the number of mutants to around 30% (cf. Table V). Otherwise, it seems that applying
mutation testing on real-world software product lines may be too expensive to be adopted. To this
end, different approaches may be used, which we discuss in Section 6. Similar observations are also
made in our previous initial analysis on this topic [9] and an empirical study by Carvalho et al. [15]
for preprocessor-based software product lines.

5.3. Comparing conventional and variability-aware mutation operators.

To substantiate our previous findings and investigate our third research objective (RO3), we conduct an
experiment on a variant of the Graph SPL. As we have no test cases for this system, we automatically
generate 2,263 using Randoop (2,164) [59] and EvoSuite (99) [61]. Then, we define two test sets,
adapting the approach used by Laurent et al. [60]: In the first one (Tsub), we only include the test
cases that first kill a mutant we create with conventional operators, for which we display the results
in Table VI. Overall, we find that 35 unit tests kill 40% of all mutants we created with PIT’s operators.

While it would be ideal to have a test suite that kills 100% of these mutants, this is hardly possible
for the available software product lines. We would have to develop test cases ourselves for all
different variants, which could easily be biased. Thus, we decided to use test generators, but these
unfortunately do not kill all created mutants.

The second test set (Tall) contains all 2,263 test cases. When applying our proposed operators,
different outcomes between both test sets will indicate if the operators are useful. For this purpose, we
apply all our operators on three different features of the Graph SPL, namely WeightedWithEdges,
Connected, and MSTKruskal. In every case, we create all possible mutants and instantiate only
a single variant of the Graph SPL that includes all features.

To additionally validate the results, we conduct a second experiment on the small Hello-World
SPL, for which the test cases kill all conventional mutants. Here, we are only concerned with gaining
detailed insights into all variants of a software product line and validating our previous findings.
Arguably, the small size of the Hello-World SPL does not allow for generalizations.

Results We show the results for our proposed variability-aware mutation operators for the three
features of the Graph SPL in Table V (marked with RO3). Here, we compare for each feature how
often we can apply each operator, how often this results in syntactical errors, as well as how many
mutants are actually tested and killed by each test set. We can see that out of the 135 mutants we
create, 17 are syntactically faulty. Furthermore, only 11 mutants are killed by Tsub and 17 by Tall.
While we only consider three features (out of 27) of a single variant (out of 157), we see discrepancies
in the results.

For the second experiment we consider the Hello-World SPL that already includes test cases. As
we show in Table VII, these tests kill all mutants created by conventional mutation operators. Due to
the small size, we can apply all our proposed operators on each of the three variants and investigate
the changes in more detail. In Table VII, we only display the outcome for a single variant but the
numbers are equal for the other two. Despite the size of this software product line, we again see
differences between conventional and variability-aware operators. In particular, 6 out of 24 mutants
survive: One CFO and one MRC mutant in each variant. We remark that we are not able to apply the
UO operator, due to missing variables.
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Table VI. Conventional mutation testing of the Graph SPL.

Class
LC MC Mutants

# % # % K S TO NC

CycleWorkSpace 23/23 100 5/10 50 5 5 - -
Edge 26/26 100 10/15 71 10 4 - -
EdgeIter 3/3 100 2/2 100 2 - - -
Graph 120/130 92 20/72 28 19 50 1 2
Main 13/13 100 0/7 100 - 7 - -
NumberWorkSpace 6/6 100 0/2 0 - 2 - -
RegionWorkSpace 9/9 100 1/1 100 1 - - -
Vertex 54/54 100 28/32 56 18 14 - -
VertexIter 3/3 100 2/2 100 2 - - -

Total 257/267 96 57/142 40 57 82 1 2

LC: Line Coverage; MC: Mutation Coverage

K: Killed; TO: Timed Out; S: Survived; NC: No Coverage

Table VII. Mutation testing of the Hello-World SPL.

Mutant
Mutation Operators

Conventional DFM MRC UO ARC CFO RBM RFM

Applied 3 1 1 - 2 2 1 1
Killed 3 1 0 - 2 1 0 0
Errors - 0 0 - 0 0 1 1
Survived 0 0 1 - 0 1 0 0

Discussion As the results for the Graph SPL show, there are discrepancies when applying the
two test sets on our proposed operators. In particular, none of both is capable to kill a lot of them.
Still, the complete set (Tall) kills more mutants than the subset (Tsub). Especially for the feature
MSTKruskal, the subset is not able to kill any mutant while the complete set kills 4 of them. We
find such discrepancies for almost all our operators (except MRC). Thus, we argue that they are
suitable and necessary to assess variability faults in feature-oriented programming.

The results for the Hello-World SPL substantiate these findings. Here, even a MRC mutant survives
despite the test cases killing all conventional mutants. Due to the smaller size, we analyze the test
cases and source code to identify why the mutants survive and which test could kill them. We
find that the existing tests assess the existence of each substring in the final output, for example,
whether the String wonderful is part of it if the corresponding feature is selected. For conventional
operators and many of our proposed ones this is enough to kill the mutants – and the tests would
be suitable if developers could not introduce variability faults. The Hello-World SPL illustrates that
if we mutate the way in which features are composed with the CFO or MRC operator, the final
output is wrong. For example, the CFO and MRC mutants result in the String Hello World!

wonderful, which survives as all necessary substrings are included. The changed order and faulty
result are not recognized by the test cases. Thus, a variability-aware test would have to assess not
only the existence, but also correct order of the Strings, which would kill all mutants created with our
proposed and conventional operators. We argue that this exemplifies the necessity for our proposed
variability-aware mutation operators.

5.4. Summary

Overall, the results substantiate that our proposed operators are reasonable for mutation testing in
feature-oriented programming. They inject variability faults and differ from conventional operators
in the type of injected mutation. However, the high number of syntactical errors as well as equivalent
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and redundant mutants are an issue that has to be addressed before practical applicability seems
reasonable. Further studies with improved tooling and real-world software product lines can help to
improve scoping the operators and better assess their costs and usability.

6. CHALLENGES

While applying our study, we identified several challenges in the context of mutation testing in
software-product-line engineering. In this section, we address our fourth research objective (RO4) by
discussing these challenges and proposing starting points to investigate them.

Equivalent and Redundant Mutants A problem in mutation testing is to decide, which mutants
are equivalent to the base system [3, 67] or if mutants are redundant [13]. In the context of software-
product-line engineering, both problems become more complex, due to the large set of variants
that have to be tested. Because these variants partly comprise the same code, the same operators
may be applied without injecting new faults – but are still tested again. Thus, the costs of mutation
testing unnecessarily increase. However, it is not ensured that the same mutation will always result in
an equivalent or redundant mutant, due to changing configurations. First steps in this direction are
performed by Carvalho et al. [15], who illustrate the problem of defining and identifying equivalence
in preprocessor-based software product lines.

Cost Reduction Due to the aforementioned problem, it is essential to improve the efficiency of
mutation testing for software product lines by adapting cost reduction techniques (cf. Section 2.2) [5].
In the context of preprocessor-based systems, we proposed static analysis and sampling [9] to reduce
the number of injected faults on variably code as well as the number of variants under test (do fewer
approaches). For example, by using combinatorial interaction testing [68], variants can be sampled to
cover each feature interaction only once. However, our proposed operators inject faults that require
different analyses. To reduce their costs, do smarter approaches seem most promising. For instance,
CFO changes the order in which features are composed – potentially resulting in many equivalent
and redundant mutants. Here, it should be possible to use the dependencies defined in a feature model
to exclude configurations that do not result in new mutants.

Usability of Operators Furthermore, the usability of our proposed mutation operators is heavily
depending on how the developers utilize feature-oriented programming. For instance, in the Prop4j
SPL we find no connected base and feature method, wherefore we can not apply the ARC and MRC
operators. The results still show that our operators inject either structural or syntactical faults [9].
In a large-scale software product line that utilizes feature-oriented programming in more situations,
our operators should be able to create more suitable mutants. To address these points, we need to
conduct further experiments, ideally on real-world case studies.

Automation For efficient software-product-line testing, automation is essential [43]. While tools
for conventional mutation testing exist, for instance, PIT [64, 65], we are not aware of such a tool for
variability-aware mutation testing – except for some prototypical implementations [15]. Without such
a tool, the practical application and assessment of mutation testing of software product lines seems
unrealistic. However, there are several tasks that have to be included, such as, identifying suitable
mutation operators, cost reduction techniques, and automated configuring. An integration of mutation
testing into software-product-line engineering tools seems to be the most promising approach. For
example, including PIT into FeatureIDE [56] and extending it with our proposed operators, as well
as including cost reduction, may be a first step in this direction.

Test Cases Considering test cases, we identify two issues: Firstly, we find that some of the available
test cases only exploit faults that are injected into base features, for example, in the Prop4j SPL.
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However, this is not a problem of the mutation operators, but the test cases themselves. The tests
only cover the general behavior of the variants and not variant-specific implementations. Thus, it is
not possible to identify faults that are injected into features. A more detailed granularity of test cases
seems necessary to cover, for instance, exchanged algorithms or performance optimizations.

Secondly, considering further variants of the Prop4j SPL, we also find that the test cases are fixed
and depending on each other. To facilitate mutation testing of software product lines, the test cases
should also be variable and, thus, configured according to the generated variant. For this, the test
cases have to be self-contained for different configurations [70], as they are in the Hello-World SPL.
This is hardly a problem that only applies in the context of mutation testing, but seems to account for
testing software product lines in general.

Summary Overall, we identify five major challenges in mutation testing of software product lines.
In particular, the main reason for these challenges is the increasing complexity when combining
both approaches: Mutation testing and software-product-line engineering. Each on its own already
requires lots of effort, due to the high numbers of derivable system – shortly existing mutants that are
only tested and actual variants that are distributed to customers.

7. THREATS TO VALIDITY

A threat to the external validity of our evaluation are the small subject systems. However, all software
product lines that we are aware of are not well-suited, because they are either small, provide no test
cases, or are closed source. This is a common problem in evaluating software-product-line testing,
resulting in significant costs and efforts [43, 55]. While a more extensive evaluation may provide
further insights, we were able to show that our operators inject faults and that mutation testing of
software product lines poses several challenges. Thus, we argue that this threat does not undermine
our results.

A threat to the internal validity are the used mutation operators. Other sets of mutation operators
may inject more faults that would be identified by the test suite. For conventional operators, we
used the default set of PIT [64, 65]. We derived our proposed operators from known problems of
composition, from operators for preprocessor-based software product lines, and the corresponding
literature. Thus, we argue that we used suitable mutation operators that do not threaten the results of
our evaluation.

Another threat to the internal validity of our work is our manual analysis process. We are not aware
of any tool that allows to apply mutation testing on feature-oriented programming. Consequently, we
had to rely on this manual process. To avoid faults, we carefully replicated our analysis and checked
the results multiple times.

Considering the reliability, we argue that any researcher can replicate this study on their own. We
provided all details that are necessary for this and all our tools as well as subject systems are publicly
available. There may occur discrepancies if different versions are used, for instance, when PIT is
further improved with cost reduction techniques. As this study is – to the best of our knowledge –
one of the first on mutation testing of software product lines, we encourage the research community
to investigate other systems and consolidate the results.

8. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related works with focus on mutation testing of software product lines
and approaches to improve their efficiency. Previously, we [8] proposed mutation operators that are
designed to inject variability faults into preprocessor-based software product lines. These operators
cover the three layers, model, domain artifacts, and the mapping between them. We partly based on
this work, as we use the defined layers and derive some of our operators from those proposed in this
work. However, in this article we propose new mutation operators for feature-oriented programming
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and provide a detailed evaluation. Furthermore, we [9] also investigated how to minimize the costs
apply mutation testing on variable systems by reducing the number of mutants. To achieve this
goal, we proposed to apply sampling and static variability analysis techniques. While these are also
applicable for feature-oriented programming, with respect to static analysis techniques, a suitable
adaptation is required.

Carvalho et al. [15] are to our knowledge the first to also investigate the same types of mutation
operators. They focus on empirically analyzing equivalent mutants in preprocessor-based software
product lines. The results indicate that almost 40% of the generated mutants are equivalent, which
aligns to our own findings. In addition, the authors are developing #MUTAF, a tool to apply mutation
testing on their subject systems. While this study is closely related to ours, Carvalho et al. focus on
a different implementation technique, investigate few files from open-source projects, and do not
propose new mutation operators.

Arcaini et al. [45] propose to mutate feature models in order to find faults and define corresponding
operators. Applying these operators can mimic mistakes developers make during the design of feature
models. In addition, Henard et al. [44] propose to mutate the propositional formula of a feature
model in order to inject faults. Lackner et al. [7] measure test case capability to detect faults for
software product lines. To this end, they propose model-based mutation operators. Reuling et al. [46]
propose mutation operators to evaluate the effectiveness of mutation testing on variants of a software
product line. However, the aforementioned approaches focus only on mutating feature models. Thus,
these works are complementary to ours as they focus on a different layer, but can be applied to
composition-based software product lines. In this article, we propose special mutation operators for
feature-oriented programming, focusing on domain artifacts and their mapping to the feature model
Furthermore, we investigate the feasibility of conventional operators in software product lines.

Devroey et al. [19, 71] mutate models of a software product line based on feature transition systems.
In their approach, they aim to limit the number of test cases to reduce costs. This work is related to
ours, as it focuses on reducing testing costs and can complement our approach. However, in contrast
to mutating transition systems, we focus on the implementation and mapping layers directly.

For aspect-oriented programming, several works [39, 53, 54] propose operators and techniques
for mutation testing. These works focus on testing point-cuts by strengthening or weakening them.
Consequently, the authors address variability mapping faults in particular. These works are closely
related to ours as they propose mutation operators for another composition-based approach. However,
they limit their investigations on one detail (point-cuts), wherefore we complement these works by
considering a different implementation technique and additional types of faults.

Regarding cost reduction of mutation testing, several approaches have been proposed to limit
the number of mutants or optimize the execution [3]. To reduce the number of mutants, Budd [72]
and Zhang et al. [73] sample subsets of these mutants and show that small samples (10% and 5%
respectively) are sufficient to achieve high accuracy with the full mutation score. Selecting a sample
of mutations has been further investigated in other works [17, 74, 75, 76, 77] and some of these
approaches may be used to reduce testing costs in software product lines. In contrast, we focused on
mutation operators and whether they can exploit variability faults, but less on their efficiency.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Mutation testing is an established approach to evaluate the quality of test cases by assessing their
ability to detect faults. The effectiveness of mutation testing depends mainly on the mutation operators
that are used to automatically generate mutants. Ideally, these mutants should contain faults similar to
those caused by mistakes of developers. For software product lines, most existing approaches focus
only on mutating variability models and ignore the source code, which is the main source of faults.

In this article, we proposed mutation operators that are especially designed for feature-oriented
programming. These inject changes that are connected to the mapping of variability model to the
source code and the source code itself. We evaluated the proposed and conventional operators using
four open-source software product lines and discussed open challenges. The results show that:
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• Conventional mutation operators inject faulty behavior into features and, thus, are suitable to
exploit variability faults. However, they are limited in this regard, as they are not designed to
mutate variability mechanisms and their specific characteristics.

• Our proposed variability-aware operators do inject mutations that are connected to the
variability of feature-oriented programming. Thus, they create mutants that are suitable to
assess test cases on their ability to exploit variability faults.

• Equivalent and redundant mutants are an important concern in mutation testing that can
drastically increase in software-product-line engineering. In particular, we find that some
types of operators (i.e., CFO) may drastically increase the costs of mutation testing, due to an
increasing complexity.

• Comparing both types of operators, we find that our variability-aware operators are more
suitable to mutate the composition mechanism and variable behavior of such software product
lines. Thus, both types are reasonable to apply in feature-oriented programming and our
proposed operators fulfill their goal.

• In the context of variability-aware mutation testing, adapted approaches for automation, cost
reduction, and test case design as well as further studies are necessary.

In future work, we aim to focus on extending the available tooling for mutation testing of software
product lines. Furthermore, we will investigate how variability analysis and sampling can be used to
adapt existing cost reduction techniques. Finally, we aim to conduct further experiments to verify the
reported results. To this end, especially the availability of suitable subject systems is a challenge.
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